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ABSTRACT 
Suppose that Lp is a seminormed Riesz space and that A is an ideal of L. Then 
it is known that the quotient space L/A is also a seminormed Riesz space when 
equipped with its quotient Seminoles. There are several regularity properties that 
a Riesz seminorm may or may not satisfy: (A, O), (A, i) (continuous-Nakano), (A, ii) 
(universally continuous-Nakano), (A, iii) (strictly monotone), a-Fatou (semi- 
continuous), and Fatou (universally semi-continuous). (The (A, j) notation is due 
to Luxemburg and Zaanen.) 
In this paper we investigate under what circumstancea a regularity property 
of Q is inherited by the quotient seminorm [.e]. 
1. Introduction 
For notation and basic terminology concerning Riesz spaces we refer 
the reader to [5]. A seminormed Riesz space Lp is a Riesz apace with a 
Riesz seminorm Q ; i.e. in addition to being a seminorm, e satisfies e(f) <e(g) 
whenever IfI < ]gJ. A b asic theorem, due to LIJXEMBURQ ([5], Theorem 62.3, 
p. 438 or [3]), is that if Lp is a seminormed Riesz space and if A is an 
ideal of L, then the quotient seminorm [e] on L/A defined by 
(l-1) MU1 = inf {e(g) : 9 E III> 
is actually a Riesz seminorm. This is not a trivial result. Note that we 
write [e]v], rather than the more elaborate [e]([f]). 
In this paper, we shall adhere to the notational convention that u, v, 
w, etc. refer to positive elements, i.e. to elements >6. (If u>O, we say 
that u is strictly positive.) Arbitrary elements will be -denoted by f, g, h, 
etc. Note that since [e][f]=[e](j[f]])= [e][lfl], we can always restrict our 
attention to positive elements of L/A and to positive representatives from 
these classes. We observe that 
[e][u] = inf {e(v) : 0 <v < u, v E [u]}. 
If Lp is a seminormed Riesz space, there are several regularity con- 
ditions that e may or may not satisfy. Among them are the following: 
1) Supported in part by NSF under Contract C-727 with STD Research Cor- 
poration, Arcadia, California (U.S.A.). 
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(A, 0): If {un> is a e-Cauchy sequence and if un 4 8, then e(un) 4 0; 
(A, i): If ulz 4 8, then e(un) 4 0; 
(A, ii): If ua 4 0, then e(ua) 4 0; 
(A, iii): If un 4 >0, then {un} is a e-Cauchy sequence; 
a-Fatou: If 8<u, t u, then e(un) t e(u); 
Fatou: If 6 gua t u, then e(ua) t e(u). 
(We shall follow the convention that a Roman subscript (e.g. u,) refers 
to a sequence, whereas a Greek subscript (e.g. u,) refers to a net.) The 
notation above is that of LUXEMBURGI and ZAANEN ([6], Notes II, III, 
and XI), but all of these properties with the exception of (A, 0) were 
first studied by H. NAKANO ([7], pp. 126-134). The property (A, 0) was 
first introduced by LUXEMBURG ([4], p. 650).1) 
There are several obvious interrelationships among these properties. 
The property (A, ii) implies both (A, i) and the Fatou property, and 
(A, ii) implies (A, ) h iii w enever L is Archimedean. Both (A, i) and the 
Fatou property individually imply the o-Fatou property, which in turn 
implies (A, 0). 
Note that L/A can have all of these properties without L having any 
of them, since if A = L, then L/A is trivial and has all anyone could want. 
In what follows, we shall be considering sequences and nets in L/A. 
We show now that, loosely speaking, we can select representative sequences 
and nets from the equivalence classes which have the same properties 
as do the original sequences and nets. 
First of all, suppose that [u,] j, > [e] in L/A. We show that we can 
assume without loss of generality that un 4 >8 in L. To do this use the 
usual partial infimum argument : let w, = ui A . . . A un for n = 1, 2, . . . . Then 
Vl>V2>... and[w,]=[u1A...Au,]=[ul]A...r,[u,]=[u,].Nowletw,=vn+. 
Then wi > ws z . . . > 6 and [w,] = [w+$] = [vn]+ = [un]+ = [u,]. 
The same sort of argument can be used if we have a net [ua] 4 z [6] 
in L/A: We can assume without loss of generality that ua j, P 0 in L, 
since otherwise we can replace {Us} by the net {I-‘@} of finite infima of the 
elements of the net (~$1. Evidently vg 4 > 8 in L, lim [e][uD] =lim [e][vp], 
and [Us] 4 [e] if and only if [VP] j, [e]. 
2. The (A, iii) Property 
The situation for (A, iii) is the simplest possible: If L has (A, iii), 
then so does L/A without qualification. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let L, be a seminormed Riesz space with the (A, iii) 
property, and let A be an ideal of L. Then the quotient Riesz space L/A 
equipped with the quotient seminorm [e] also has this property. 
1) Added in proof: The (A, i) property was considered first by L. V. KAN- 
TOROVITCH. See p. 153 of Lineare halbgeordnete R&me, Math. Sbornik, 2 (44), 
121-168 (1937). 
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PROOF. Suppose that [u,] j, > [0] in L/A. Then we can assume without 
loss of generality that un 4 > 8 in L, and since L has (A, iii) this implies 
that {Us) is e-Cauchy. 
Therefore 
as m, n --f 00 so that L/A has (A, iii) also. 
(We note that a similar proof is given in [3].) 
3. The (A, ii) Property 
The situation for (A, ii) is almost as nice as for (A, iii): If L is Archi- 
medean and has (A, ii), then L/A has (A, ii). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let L, be an Archimedean seminormed Riesz space with 
the (A, ii) property and let A be an ideal of L. Then the quotient Riesz space 
L/A equipped with the quotient seminorm [e] also has this property. 
PROOF. Suppose that [G] 4 [e] in L/A. Without loss of generality, 
we can assume that ua 4 > 8 in L. Let L” = La be the Dedekind completion 
of L. (We are here using that L is Archimedean.) Then u, J, U* > 0 in L*. 
Pick a net {VA} of elements of L such that 0 Q va f U* in L*. (This is possible 
since Ld is the Dedekind completion of L: See [5], p. 191.) Now consider 
the net wg=ua--VA > 8, where B = (01, A) and the ordering is the product 
ordering. Certainly wp 4 8 in L so that since L has (A, ii) we can infer 
that Q(w~) 4 0. 
For all 01, 1 we have ua> vn 2 0 in L and hence [u&l 2 [vt] > [f3] in L/A. 
Since [Us] j, [e], it follows that [VA] = [e] for all 2, i.e. VA E A for all A. 
Therefore 
[@][&I = [@][a% - va] <@(w% - vn) = &us). 
Even though 01 and /? range over different index sets, it is clear that 
[Q][u~] -+ 0 since I --f 0. Thus L/A satisfies the (A, ii) property. H 
A proof of the above result is given in [3] based on the fact that if 
u,J >8 and if V={VEL: B<v<ua for all (x}, then using an argument 
similar to that of Theorem 22.5 of [5] (p. 115) one can show that if 
p= (a, v), then 
w~=u~-v$~ in L 
and hence that [Q][ ua -+ 0 as before. We have chosen to give a slightly ] 
different proof because our proof is immediately applicable to the (A, i) 
property, and emphasizes the analogy between nets in Archimedean 
spaces and sequences in almost o-Dedekind complete spaces. 
4. The (A, i) Property 
If L is Archimedean, then L can be embedded as a Riesz subspace in 
a Dedekind complete space (namely Lb, the Dedekind completion of L) 
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with the property that if 0 <u* E Ld, then there exist nets {u&j, {VP) of 
positive elements of L such that ulr $ U* and VP t u*. The authors have 
introduced [2] a class of Riesz spaces called almost a-Dedekind complete 
Riesz spaces which provide a sequential analog to the above property. 
That is, if L is almost a-Dedekind complete, then L can be embedded as 
a Riesz subspace in a a-Dedekind complete space L* with the property 
that if ecu* E L*, then there exist sequences {un>, {vn} of positive ele- 
ments of L such that un 4 u* and vn t u*. (This concept was discovered 
independently by J. QUINN [8].) 
The basic facts about almost a-Dedekind completeness are that it is 
implied both by a-Dedekind completeness and by the projection property, 
that it implies the property of being Archimedean, and that it is inde- 
pendent of the principal projection property and the property of having 
sufficiently many projections. (See [2].) 
Exploiting the analogy between the embedding of an Archimedean 
space in a Dedekind complete space and the embedding of an almost 
a-Dedekind complete space in a a-Dedekind complete space, we can prove 
the following theorem : 
THEOREM 4.1. Let LQ be an almost a-Dedekind complete seminormed 
Ritz space with the (A, i) property, and let A be an ideal of L. Then the 
quotient Riesz space L/A equipped with the quotient seminorm [e] also ?UB 
the (A, i) property. 
PROOF. Parallel the proof of Theorem 3.1, but let wn=un - v,,. n 
As previously noted, if L is an Archimedean seminormed Riesz space 
which satisfies (A, ii), then L satisfies both (A, i) and (A, iii). If the 
seminorm is a norm, then the converse holds: If L is a normed Riesz 
space (and thus Archimedean) which satisfies both (A, i) and (A, iii), 
then it satisfies (A, ii). (See [6], Note X, Theorem 33.8, p. 606.) This is 
no longer true if the seminorm is not a norm. 
EXAMFLE 4.2. Let L be the Riesz space of real-valued Lebesgue- 
integrable functions on the unit interval, with the pointwise ordering. 
We emphasize that almost-everywhere-equal functions are not identified. 
The space L is Archimedean, and if we define 
e(f)= .j IfbW4 
then e is a Riesz seminorm (but not a norm). It can be verified that Lp 
satisfies (A, i) and (A, iii), but not (A, ii). n 
We have the following obvious corollary of Theorems 2.1, 3.1, and 4.1: 
If Lp is an almost a-Dedekind complete seminormed Riesz space with 
either the (A, ii) property or both the (A, i) and (A, iii) properties, and 
if A is an ideal of L, then the quotient space L/A satisfies both (A, i) 
and (A, iii) when equipped with the quotient seminorm. 
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The next example shows that we cannot replace “almost o-Dedekind 
complete” with “Archimedean” in the statement of Theorem 4.1, even 
if A is a band. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Equip the real numbers B with the discrete topology 
and let ‘Roe denote the one-point compactification of this space. Let 
L=C(&,,), with the usual pointwise ordering. Alternatively we can 
consider L to be the space of real-valued functions f on a with the property 
that there exists a number f(m) such that the set 
{x Ee: If(x)-fWl’4 
is finite for every E > 0. (See [5], p. 141.) It is known that .L has sufficiently 
many projections, but does not have the principal projection property 
(ibid.) ; one can show that L is not almost o-Dedekind complete by an 
argument similar to that used to verify Example (iv) of [2]. Define the 
Riesz seminorm Q on L by 
e(f)= sup (If(n)l: n= -1, -2, . ..} 
and let the band A be defined by 
A={f EL: f(n)=0 for n=l, 2, . ..}. 
(Note that A is not a projection band.) Now if un 4 0, then u&) 4 0 for 
all 2 EQ-, i.e. including x= 00, so by Dini’s Theorem, Lp satisfies (A, i). 
We shall now show that L/A fails to satisfy even (A, 0). Let u&) = 0 if 
X=1,2 , . . . , n and let un(x) = 1 otherwise. We claim that [u,] 4 [e] in L/A. 
(Note that u,, 4 >8 in L, but that Arm1 un does not exist in L.) Suppose 
that [0]< [WI< [un] for all n and some w. We can assume that w >0. Now 
for each n=l, 2, . . . there exists a, E A with v<u, +a,. Thus for each 
n=l, 2, . . . and every m=l, 2, . . . 
0 <v(m) <%8(m) + ha(m) =%a(m). 
This implies that v(m) = 0 for m = 1, 2, . . . ; that is, v E A so that [w] = [t9] 
and so [un] 4 [KJ. But note that if [f] E L/A, then 
k?lUl= If(m 
Therefore ([u,J} is [e]-Cauchy since 
[el[un-u,]=lun(~)-u,(~)l=O. 
However [e][u,,]= 1 for all n so that (A, 0) fails in L/A. Since (A, 0) fails, 
so do (A, i) and the a-Fatou property. 
We remark that Lp satisfies the Fatou property, but fails to satisfy 
the (A, ii) property since Theorem 3.1 would imply that L/A would also 
satisfy the (A, ii) property and hence all of the other five properties. n 
(In [3], LUXEMBURQ has shown that (A, i) is not necessarily inherited 
by the quotient space.) 
The reason that the above example succeeds is because A is not a 
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projection band. Indeed, since 
Ad={fEL:f(x)=O if x#{1,2,...}), 
we see that A @Ad={/ EL: f(m)=O}+L. 
Suppose that A is a projection band of the Riesz space L. Then the 
mapping f --f [f] is clearly a Riesz isomorphism of Ad onto L/A. Moreover 
if L is equipped with a Riesz seminorm Q, then the isomorphism is in fact 
an isometry : if f E Ad, then e(f) = [e][f]. An alternative formula for this is 
if g EL and if P is the projection mapping onto A@, then [e][g] =e(Pg). 
To prove this simply consider any 19 GU e L. (There is no loss in generality 
in assuming u to be positive.) We know that 
[el[ul= inf {e(v): eGv<u, 2, E [u]}. 
Let u’ = Pu. Then 0 G u’ < u and u-u’ E A so that [u] = [u’]. Suppose that 
8<v<u and that u-WE A; then u’=Pu=Pv<v and so e(u’)<e(v), 
implying that e(u’) = [e][u]. The following general theorem is now clear: 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that L4 is a seminormed Riesz space and that 
A is a projection band of L. If Lp has any of the regularity properties, then 
L/A has that property also when equipped with its quotient seminorm. 
PROOF. Simply observe that Aa has all of the properties that L does 
and use the isometric isomorphism described above. n 
5. The Fatou Properties 
We recall that the seminormed Riesz space Lp satisfies the Fatou 
property if 8 QU, T u in L implies that ,o(uJ t e(u) and it satisfies the 
o-Fatou property if O<ula f u in L implies that e(un) t e(u). 
Also, we know that (A, ii) implies the Fatou property, both (A, i) and 
the Fatou property imply the o-Fatou property, and the o-Fatou property 
implies (A, 0). Moreover, none of the converse implications hold in general. 
(See [l], Example 1.2 and [6], Notes II and III.) 
The following lemma is obvious: 
LEMMA 5.1. The seminormed Riesz space Lp satisfies the a-Fatou 
property if and only if the following: Let {fn) be any sequence of elements 
of L which order-converges to f E L. Then e(f) Q lim infe(fn). 
Suppose that L is a-Dedekind complete and that {fn} is an order- 
bounded sequence of elements of L. We define as usual 
liminff,= C X fk. 
n-l k-n 
The following lemma should now be clear: 
LEMMA 5.2. The a-Dedekind complete seminormed Riesx space Lp satis- 
jies the o-Fatou property if and only if the following: Let {un} be any order- 
bounded sequence of positive elementi of L. Then ,o(lim inf u,) < lim inf e(un). 
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We recognize this lemma as the well-known Fatou’s Lemma of the 
theory of integration, and it is precisely because of this that the Fatou 
and o-Fatou properties are so named. 
Two more lemmas characterizing the Fatou property can immediately 
be stated by replacing “a-Fatou,” “sequence,” and “a-Dedekind com- 
plete,” by “Fatou,” “net,” and “Dedekind complete” respectively in the 
above lemmas. 
We shall now proceed with our task of examining under what circum- 
stances the Fatou and o-Fatou properties are inherited by the quotient 
space. A problem now arises. The careful reader will note that the success 
of Theorems 2.1, 3.1, and 4.1 depended in large measure on the inequality 
[@I[~1 G@W 
Now, though, we shall be attempting to show [e][2cn] + [e][u]. We can say 
I~el~~l-~el~~~ll~~e1~~-~~l~e~~-~~~~le~~~-e~~~~l~ 
but the chain of inequalities does not allow us to conclude that 
[el IhI -+ [elbl 
simply because ,o(um) + e(u). 
It is clear that it would be advantageous to be able to select a repre- 
sentative v E [u] such that e(v) = [e][u]. Of course, this will not in general 
be possible, even if L is super Dedekind complete. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Let L = I” be the Riesz space of bounded real sequences 
with the coordinate-wise ordering. Then L is super Dedekind complete. 
Define the Riesz seminorm (in fact, norm) on L by 
e(f)= sup (If(n)]: 12=1, 2, . ..}. 
Let A be the ideal 
A = {f E L : f(n) = 0 for n sufficiently large}. 
Then A is a super order dense ideal of L, but no o-ideal. It should be 
clear that in L/A, 
[el[fl= lim SUP IfW 
Now if f = (1, &, 4, . ..). then [e][f] = 0, yet for every g E [f], e(g) > 0. n 
Let us say that the quotient seminorm is reuchable if [e)V]=e(g) for 
some g E v], i.e. if the Simum in Equation (1.1) is achieved. We have 
seen (Theorem 4.4) that [e] is reachable if A is a projection band. Another 
important circumstance when [e] is reachable is when L is o-Dedekind 
complete and A is a a-ideal. (We note that under these hypotheses, L/A 
is necessarily a-Dedekind complete by Theorem 65.2 of [5] (p. 450).) 
LEMMA 6.4. Suppose thut Lp is a a-Dedekind complete seminormed Riesz 
?pace and that A is a a-ideal of L. Then the quotient norm [e] 6-q reachable. 
That is, for every 8 <u E L, there exists v E [u], 8 <v <u such that 
e(v) = [el[ul= inf {e(f): f E lhlh 
14 Indagationes 
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PROOF. Choose a sequence {Q} of positive elements of [u] such that 
Q(w~) + [Q][u]. By taking infima we can assume that a> w, 4 >0. Since L 
is a-Dedekind complete, there exists v E L such that 21% 4 v > 19. Because A 
is a o-ideal, it follows that the mapping f + [f] is a Riesz a-homomorphism 
([5], Theorem 18.11, p. 103) and hence [vn] 4 [v]. Since [v~]=[u] for 
every n, this implies that [v] = [u] so that v E [u], 0 <v <u and 
[elbl <e(v) < lim ebd = [elbl, 
implying that e(v) = [e] [u] . n 
We can now prove a theorem giving a sufficient condition that the 
a-Fatou property be inherited. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let LQ be a o-Dedekind complete seminormed Rie.?x epace 
with the a-Fatou property, and let A be a &deal of L. Then the quotient 
Rieaz space L/A equipped with the quotient semiwrm also has the o-Fatou 
PqoPef.tY* 
Pnoo~. Suppose that [6] < [un] t [u] in L/A. We need only show 
[e][u] < lim [e][u,J. Notice that as in earlier theorems, we could assume 
without loss of generality that 8 < Un t cu. By Lemma 6.4, we could also 
assume without loss of generality that 6 <u,, < u and e(u%) = [e][u,J. But 
we cannot in general make both aa8umptione simultaneously. We shall 
assume the latter. Then 
[u] = sup [Un] = lim inf [un] = [lim inf un] , 
the last equality following from the fact that since A is a a-ideal, the 
mapping f + [fl is a Riesz a-homomorphism. By assumption, L, has the 
o-Fatou property, so by Lemma 6.2, 
[e][u] = [e][lim inf Un] <e(lim inf un) 6 lim inf e(un) 
= lim inf [e][u,] = lim [e][u%]. n 
We can immediately state an analogous result for Fatou seminorms: 
THEOREM 6.6. Let Lp be a Dedekind complete seminormed Riesz space 
with the Fatou property, and let A be a band of L. Then the quotient Riesz 
space equipped with the quotient seminorm also ~GX the Fatou property. 
It should not be surprising that Theorem 5.6 will be later generalized 
(Theorem 6.8 and Corollary 5.9) since the Dedekind completeness of L 
and A’s being a band are much more than is necessary to guarantee that 
the quotient seminorm is reachable. 
ALWRBNTIS [l] has shown that if A.is the e-null ideal, A= {f E L: e(f) = 0}, 
then the o-Dedekind completeness in Theorem 5.5 can be weakened to 
almost a-Dedekind completeness; notice that the o-Fatou property then 
automatically guarantees that A is a u-ideal. He has also shown that if 
A is the e-null ideal, then the Dedekind completeness in Theorem 5.6 
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can be weakened to Archimedean-ness; the Fatou property then guaran- 
tees that A is a band. 
Unfortunately, neither of these results is true in general if A is not 
the e-null ideal. 
EXAMPLE 5.7. We present an example of a seminormed Riesz space 
Lp with the Fatou property which is almost o-Dedekind complete and 
which satisfies the principal projection property and a band A of L such 
that the quotient space L/A fails to have even the (A, 0) property. 
Let L be the Riesz space of real sequences which are ultimately constant 
with the component-wise ordering. It is known that L is almost o-Dedekind 
complete and satisfies the principal projection property, but fails to have 
the projection property and is not a-Dedekind complete. (See Example 
(iii) of [2] and [5], p. 140.) Define the Riesz seminorm e on L by 
e(f)= sup (If(n)]: n=2, 4, 6, . ..}. 
It can be seen that Lp satisfies the Fatou property. Let A denote the band 
A={f~L:f(nn)=O for n=l,3,5, . ..}. 
and note that A is not a projection band. 
As in Example 5.3, we have 
[el[fl= ntt If( = IfWL 
where f(oo) denotes the ultimate constant value of f. Now defining un 
by u,Jk)=l for k=l, 2, . . . . n and u,#) = 0 for k >n, we see that 
8<u, t e=(l, 1, . ..) in L and since A is a a-ideal (in fact, a band) it 
follows that [0] < [un] t [e] in L/A. But [e][uJ =u%(oo) = 0 and [@J[e]= 
= e(oo) = 1 so that L/A fails to have the o-Fatou property. Note that in 
fact ([un]} is [@l-C auchy so that L/A fails to have even (A, 0). n 
The key to the above example is that A, although a band, is not a 
projection band. If A is a projection band, then we have as an immediate 
corollary to Theorem 4.4 the following: 
THEOREM 5.8. If Lp is a seminormed Riesz space with the Fatou 
property, and if A is a projection band of L, then L/A when ep&pped with 
its quotient eeminorm also has the Fatou property. 
This theorem has the obvious corollary: 
COROLLARY 5.9. If Lp is a seminormed Riesz space with the projection 
property, and if A is a band of L, then L/A when equipped with its quotient 
semimrm has the Fatou property whenever Lp has the Fatou property. 
Example 5.7 shows that it is possible for L to be almost a-Dedekind 
complete, to have the principal projection property, and to have the 
Fatou property, for A to be a band, and for L/A to fail to have even the 
(A, 0) property. Because of Theorem 5.5, this situation cannot occur if 
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L is a-Dedekind complete. The next example shows that L/A can still 
fail to have the Fatou property, even if L is a-Dedekind complete. 
EXAMPLE 5.10. We present an example of a o-Dedekind complete 
seminormed Riesz space with the Fatou property and a band A of L 
such that the quotient space L/A fails to have the Fatou property 
(although it does have the o-Fatou property). 
Let L be the Riesz space of bounded real-valued functions on the unit 
interval with the property that f(z) #f(O) for at most countably many 
x E [0, 11. It is known ([5], p. 139) that L is a-Dedekind complete. Define 
the Riesz seminorm e on L by 
e(f)= sup {If(x 46x611. 
Let A denote the band 
A={f~L:f(x)=o for XE [0, +)> 
and note that A is not a projection band. Even though f36u, 1‘ u in L 
does not necessarily imply that u&r) 1‘ zc x ( ) f or all 2 E [0, 11, one can show, 
as in Example 5.7, that Le has the Fatou property. Yet L/A fails to have 
the Fatou property as we now show. Let oc range over the family of finite 
subsets of (0, l] and let zlrr be the indicator function of 1x. Let e E L denote 
the constant function e(x) = 1. Clearly z~a t e in L so that since A is a 
band, it follows that [N+] f [e] ([5], p. 103). But [e][uI*]=O for all OL and 
[e][e]= 1 so that L/A does not have the Fatou property. n 
There is one more positive result that we can assert. In its simplest 
(but not most general) form it says that if Lp has the projection property 
and the o-Fatou property, and if A is a o-ideal, then L/A has the o-Fatou 
property when equipped with its quotient seminorm. The proof is some- 
what involved. 
We shall prove a somewhat stronger result than this. The key is that 
if Lp is almost o-Dedekind complete and satisfies the a-Fatou property, 
then we can embed Lp nicely in a o-Dedekind complete space L*p* and 
then use Theorem 5.5. 
LEMMA 5.11. Suppose that Lp is an almost o-Dedekind complete semi- 
normed R&z space which satis$eies the o-B’atou property. Let L*= La denote 
the a-Dedekind completion of L. (See [S], Corollary 2.4.) Define e* on L* 
OS fOllOW8: If f”EL *, then take a sequence {un) of elements of L with 
86th t If*l, and let 
e*(f*)= lim e(%). 
n+ce 
Then e* is a well-de$ned Riesz seminorm on L* which extends e, and L*p+ 
sat+@ the a-Fatou property. 
PROOF. The proof is routine and is omitted. w 
With Lemma 5.11 proved, we can now prove the following important 
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theorem. We adhere to the notational convenience of denoting the 
o-Dedekind completion L” by L*; in the proof, unstarred quantities refer 
to L and starred quantities to the completion. 
THEOREM 5.12. Suppose that LQ is an almost a-Dedekind complete eemi- 
normed Riesz space with the o-Fatou property and that L* =L” is the 
a-Dedekind completion of L. Suppose also that A is a u-ideal of L with 
the property that A *, the ideal generated in L* by A, is likewise a a-ideal. 
Then L/A has the o-Fatou property when equipped with the quotient 
seminorm. 
PROOF. Use the previous lemma to note that L*, when equipped with 
e*, is a a-Dedekind complete seminormed Riesz space with the a-Fatou 
property. 
Let L/A* denote the canonical image of L in L*/A*. Then L/A and 
L/A* are Riesz isomorphic under the correspondence [f] -+ [f]* E f + A*. 
Moreover, we have that [e][f] = [e*][f]* for every f E L, for assume without 
loss of generality that 13<u E L. Certainly [e*][u]* < [e][u]; on the other 
hand, by Lemma 5.4 there exists v* E L* satisfying 19 <v* <u, u-v* E A*, 
and e*(v*) = [e*][u]*. S ince A* is the ideal generated by A in L*, there 
exists v E A with 0 Q u - v* Q v; there is no loss in generality in assuming 
v<u. Then 
and so [e][u] = [e*][u]*. 
Suppose that [O] Q [un] f [ u in L/A. By the isomorphism of L/A and I 
L/A*, we can infer that [O]* < [un]* j’ [u]* in L/A*. But L/A* is (super) 
order dense in L*/A* and so [O]* < [u,J* t [u]* in L*/A* by Theorem 18.11 
of [5] (p. 103). Applying Theorem 5.5 to L*, we can conclude that 
[el[u~l = Ce*lbd* f [e*l[ul* = [elCul, 
and so L/A satisfies the a-Fatou property. n 
The condition that A* be a u-ideal in L*= L” is not an obvious one. 
We now give a condition that guarantees this. 
LEMMA 5.13. Let L be an almost a-Dedekind complete Riesz space and 
let L*= L” be its o-Dedekind completion. Let A be a G.&al of L with the 
property that every band B contained in Add (the band in L generated by A) 
is a projection band. This is equivalent to the assumption that Add is a 
projection band of L, and that Am, considered as a Riesz space in its own 
right, has the projection property. Then the ideal A* generated by A in L* 
is necessarily a a-ideal. 
PROOF. Suppose that 0 <uz f u* where d E A*. Since each 4 is the 
upward limit of a sequence of positive elements of L, using a diagonal 
process, we can find a sequence {un} of elements of A with 0 QU, t u*. 
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There exists v EL with v>u*; let u be the projection of v onto the band 
Am. Since un E A C Add for all n, certainly u>u, for all n and thus 
u* <u E Aa@. Let B,* be the band in L* generated by u* and let 
B = B,* n Add. Then B is a band of L and since B C Au, B is a projection 
band. Let X= PBU. 
For every n, evidently un E B so that PBU,, =u,,, and therefore 
u,, = PB un Q PB u = x E B, implying that x > u*. But x E B C B,* implies 
that 
x= 7 (x A nu*) in L*. 
l&-l 
Let t,,=xAnu,EA. Since untu*, it follows that 6~ t,, f x in L. But 
tn E A for all n and A is a u-ideal so that x E A. Since x>u*, necessarily 
u* E A* and we are done. 1 
COROLLARY 5.14. Suppose that Lp is an almost a-Dedekind complete 
seminormed Riesx space with the o-Fatou property, and that A is a o-ideal 
of L with the property that if B is a band of L which is contained in Add, 
then B is a projection band. Then L/A has the a-Fatou property when 
equipped with the quotient seminorm. 
Since every Riesz apace with the projection property is necessarily 
almost a-Dedekind complete (see [2]), we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5.15. Let LQ be a seminormed Riesz space with the projection 
property which satis$es the a-Fatou property and let A be a o-ideal of L. 
Then the quotient space L/A has the o-Fatou property when equipped with 
the quotient seminorm. 
Thus we see that if Lp is a seminormed Riesz space with the o-Fatou 
property, and if A is a u-ideal of L, then L/A also will have the a-Fatou 
property if L has the projection property or is a-Dedekind complete 
(Theorems 5.5 and 5.15), but L/A does not necessarily have the a-Fatou 
property if L has only the principal projection property or is only almost 
a-Dedekind complete (Example 5.7). 
6. The (A, 0) Property 
From Theorem 4.4, we can conclude immediately the following theorem : 
THEOREM 6.1. Let L4 be a seminormed Riesz space with the (A, 0) 
property and suppose that A is a projection band of L. Then the quotient 
space L/A equipped with the quotient seminorm also haa the (A, 0) property. 
In particular, if L has the projectim property, then L/A has the (A, 0) 
property whenever A is a band of L. 
In Theorem 5.5, we saw that a-Dedekind completeness of L was sufficient 
to guarantee that the a-Fatou property was inherited by L/A. This works 
also in the (A, 0) case; interestingly enough, we had to assume that A 
was a u-ideal in Theorem 5.5, but it suffices to have A a simple ideal here. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Suppose that L, is a cr-Dedekind complete seminormed 
Riesz space with the (A, 0) property, and that A is an ideal of L. Then 
the quotient space L/A when equipped with the quotient semiwrm also has 
the (A, 0) property. 
PROOF. Suppose that [u,] 4 [O] in L/A and that {[tin]> is [@I-Cauchy. 
By taking a suitable subsequence if necessary, we can assume that 
kl[~n - u,+l]<2-n-2 for n=l, 2, . . . . 
Now select 0 <VI E [ur] with @(VI) < [e][ul] + &-, and for n= 1, 2, . . . choose 
8 < yn E [un - un+l] with 
ehfd < [ellh - Un+l] + 2-n-z < 2-n-l. 
For n=2, 3, . . . let Vn=Vr-?Jl-... -yn-1. Then un 4 and [&J = [un] for 
n= 1, 2, . . . . Taking positive parts, we have that v$ & 20 so by the 
a-Dedekind completeness of L, v$ 4 v P 8 for some v E L. Now 8 gv<vt 
for all n so that [WJ < [v] < [w$] for all n and since [v$] = [v,J+ = [un] 4 [YJ 
it follows that [v] = [0]. Thus if w,, = v$ -v, we have w,, 4 8 with [run] = 
=[v$j= [un]. But {wn} is e-Cauchy, since if n, k are arbitrary, 
e&h - wn+r) = e(d - vn+,b) <e(h - vn+k) = e(yn + yn+l + . . . + yn+k-1) 
By the (A, 0) property in L, we have e(wn) + 0 and since 0 < [e][u,J = 
= [e][w,] <e(wn), this implies that [e][un] + 0 in L/A. n 
By Example 5.7, we see that the a-Dedekind completeness in the above 
cannot be readily weakened. Note that we can even make the seminorm 
in Example 6.7 a Riesz norm by de&ring 
e(f) = SUP {If( : n= 2, 4, 6, . ..}+ sup {2-*]/(n)]: n= 1, 3, 5, . ..}. 
and that the example still holds. 
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